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MBGC President’s Report
Despite the onset of winter
it has been a busy month
for the Club.
It was good to see a good
turn out on a cold day on
17th May when 16 flights
were carried out and
everyone
enjoyed
themselves.
Our Club underwent a VSA Club Health Check
conducted by Ian Grant during May using an
online Australian Sports Commission survey
template.
No, this was not to evaluate our members’
personal health, but was designed to establish
how well our club is managed.
We scored quite well, which is a credit to our
enthusiastic members. See the summary results
in the story later in this edition.
Thank you to Peter Demeo who conducted our
second Flight Radio Operators course and
examination during May.
Thank you also to our construction team of Mark
Bland, Terry Knight and Mart Bosman who have
been fabricating a strong new portable launch
point shelter.
See some more information on these stories later
in this edition.
Welcome to our new member Mike Parkinson
who joined our Club in May. Please make Mike
welcome when you see him on the airfield.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT & ALPINE FLYER EDITOR
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CFI Report
Just like the seasons
continue to roll by, so does
the time of year when we
need to complete our annual
checks and maintain our
ability to ensure we are
competent to keep flying.
Although many of us like to curl up and hibernate
during winter, or head for the ski slopes, it’s still a
good time to keep our flying skills current.
Gliding is not just about zooming along at 8000’
and you can never have too many take offs and
landings in your skill set, and the challenge of
continually performing good ones is very
rewarding.
Even out landings, although often thought of as a
frustrating burden or failure, are actually quite
enjoyable after you’ve safely and successfully
carried it out.
Even the retrieve can be a fun adventure and
provide experiences for your bar war stories!
So what I’m leading to is don’t be discouraged by
the cooler weather and make an effort to keep
flying.
Organise some training or get your Annual Check
completed so when the better weather comes
around (quicker than you think) you’ll be ready.
As the saying goes “You’ve got to be in it to Win
It” so too, if you’re on the field and the day turns
good even in winter.
There are some amazing flights to be had.
perhaps over the snow. If not then a good landing
is something to be proud of.
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Check out:

Flight Radio Operator’s course

http://www.gfa.org.au/docman-allcategories/documents/operations-1/operationsadvice-notices/481-oan-02-12-annual-flightreviews/file.

Club Secretary (and experienced GA pilot) Peter
Demeo conducted our second Flight Radio
Operator’s training course and examination on
17th May.

MARK BLAND - CFI

Terry’s maintenance report
ICOM radio update for Icom
ICA-15 and 110 owners:
Icom ICA-15 is a popular
airband handheld 1.5 watt
AM transceiver. It has been
non-compliant
with
Australian ACMA(Australian
Communications and Media
Authority) Standards for radio transceivers for
some years and could not be imported or sold in
Australia.
Icom ICA-110 is an airband mobile and portable 9
watt AM transceiver. It has also been noncompliant with ACMA standards for some years
and could not be imported or sold in Australia.
In both cases, Icom advises that they have now
negotiated a temporary dispensation that allows
sales to resume under restrictions, pending the
development of compliant radios.
Icom's fixed mount in-panel aircraft radios do not
meet ACMA standards either, but their use is
currently authorised by CASA (Civil Aviation Safety
Authority). Icom's announcement follows:
"Icom continues to work with the ACMA to reestablish supply of air band radios to the industry.
Apart from fixed mount in-aircraft radios, which are
administered by CASA, all other air band radios in
Australia are required to meet the relevant ACMA
Standard.
The radios that Icom (Australia) Pty Ltd was
previously supplying do not meet the current
ACMA standard and hence cannot now be
imported or sold. Icom is currently developing new
models to meet the required standard.
However, Icom (Australia) Pty Ltd has recently
received special permission from ACMA to resume
sale of the IC-A15 air band portable radio and ICA110 mobile/base radio as non-standard devices in
the interim period before fully compliant radios are
available.
A number of conditions apply to this supply.
Additional information is available from the ACMA
website.
TERRY KNIGHT T/O
Alpine Flyer

Attendees at the Flight Radio Operator’s training course
and examination on 17th May.
Left to right: Martin Kusz, Carrick Gill-Vallance, Richard
Grohmann, Duncan Robertson, Peter Demeo,
Andrew Evans, James Rowe, Detlev Rueff
Photo: Mark Bland

A reminder that all solo pilots must have either a
Flight Radio Operator’s Licence or a GFA logbook
endorsement.
Over the next few months we will be ensuring that
all members meet this requirement and if not
complied with by end of August, the Instructors
Panel has decreed no solo flying.
See the GFA Flight Radio Operators Manual
at:
http://www.gfa.org.au/documents/operations
-1/manuals/413-ops-0005-gfa-airways-aradio-procedures/file
Compulsory and sample questions are at Section
8 of this manual.
Examinations on the content of the manual may
be pre-arranged on field by contacting Peter
Demeo or Andrew Evans following self-study of
the manual.
If the level of competence is satisfactory, the
pilot's logbook will be endorsed.

More on radios
Turn it off
Turn off radios when being charged. Turn off the
appropriate solar charger if batteries aren’t being
charged in it.
Turn off the winch radio when packing up, or
disconnecting battery. Ensure the winch radio is
OFF before reconnecting the battery.
TERRY KNIGHT T/O
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The last word on radios

Club health check

The Club has recently upgraded our launch point
to winch communications as a result of a
suggestion by Scott Anderson.

On 24th May Ian Grant conducted a club health
check survey with some members of our
Committee for the VSA using an Australian
Sports Commission web based survey template.

Two good quality GME TX 675 2 Watt UHF
handheld radios have been purchased.

The survey measured how our club is performing
when scored against a range of performance
factors
including
management,
culture,
governance, vision and risk management.

Our new UHF radios for launch point to winch
communications

GME is an Australian design and manufacture
company with a good track record.
They produced the classic unit in our winch and
built it entirely in Australia, but generally now do
design and maintenance here.
See a description of the tx675TP at:
https://www.gme.net.au/catalogue/hand-heldradios/tx675tp.aspx

Our Club scored quite well on the survey with
overall summary scores of around 90% for Key
Drivers and Critical Success Factors.
Graphical summaries of the survey results are
shown below.
If you would like to see the full report contact
Andrew Evans - President at:
skyfox49@gmail.com.

TERRY KNIGHT T/O

Key Drivers Summary Performance

VSA Alpine Gliding Course donation
We were fortunate to receive a VSA donation of
$500 in recognition of our hosting of the Alpine
Gliding Course in March.

MBGC President Andrew Evans receives a VSA
donation of $500 from Ian Grant for the Alpine Gliding
Course conducted at Mt Beauty in March 2015.
Photo: Mark Bland

Alpine Flyer
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Critical Success Factors Performance

Atila takes his family gliding
One of my great pleasures from obtaining my “C”
Certificate, was that it enabled me to take up my
family and friends for the ride of their life.
I remember when I first started gliding and I said
to my kids that “one day I will take you up. You
will love it!”
“No way!!” was the overwhelming response from
all three of them.
Deflated and confused by their remarks, I still kept
that dream alive and set out to coerce them one
way or the other.

Angel loved it and shared the details of her
experience with her brother and sister. They both
thought she was mad and were adamant that
gliding was not for them.

Atila Kerestes and his daughter Angelica enjoying
their first flight together in ASK2!-GVA.
Photo: Atila Kerestes
I constantly worked on my sister Ildi too. She was
not keen at all but said she agreed to do it for her
little brother. “Just like old times, little bro dragging
me onto scary rides!” she would say.
We set a date for early January on her New Years
visit.
January came and my sister strapped in. The
launch was a bit steeper than she expected and
she was grateful for the warning that “it will be like
a rocket taking off!”

Three months after achieving my “C” Certificate,
my middle and most adventurous child, Angel,
asked if I could take up her boyfriend’s father for
Father’s Day.
“Of course I can, but only with one condition - I
take you up first!” Her face lit up with a huge smile
and she agreed. She asked if I could take her
boyfriend up too and offered to pay for all flights.
So it was set, my first day of family and friend
flying.
The first Angel flight was just a circuit. She
screamed at the point of release during the
“negative G” rush. She was full of amazement and
excitement as we soared around the township. It
only lasted for seven minutes, but she was
hooked!
Her boyfriend and his father both got their turn
with circuit flights. They were extremely grateful
for the experience. Angel got another flight and
we stayed up for an hour. We went up over Little
Mt Bogong and soared around the local area.

Alpine Flyer

Atila Kerestes and his sister Ildi, celebrating after
their flight in ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Detlev Rueff
She lasted about 10 minutes of soaring in 5 knot
lift before asking if we could land. Boy that was
frustrating!! Oh well, I got to take my sister up.
That was a thrill for me.
For Christmas, I decided to give a gift voucher to
my eldest daughter Sybrena entitling her to a
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gliding flight with me at some point during the
year. She looked at me in horror and basically
said “No way! I am not going to use it!”
Every month I asked her if she wanted to come
up. “No, I’m not ready” was always the answer.
Then one day in May, out of the blue, Sybrena
had a day off work and I asked her if she wanted
to go gliding.

New launch point shelter
Mark Bland, Terry Knight, Mart Bosman and
Dave Ross have been fabricating a new strong
and portable launch point shelter to replace the
dodgy gazebo style shelters we have been using
in recent years.

She said yes. I couldn’t believe it and before she
could change her mind, we were at the airfield
getting Victor Alpha ready.
Everything about the flight went smoothly and to
my amazement, Sybrena absolutely loved it. She
still hasn’t stopped talking about it and is already
planning for another flight.

Mark Bland, Mart Bosman and Terry Knight installing
our new portable launch point shelter.
Photo: Shirley Knight

Glider owner required
documentation
We must use documents from various sources to
maintain our aircraft. To fit in with the modern
international aviation world it has been ruled by
CASA that all ADs and other documents from the
State of Original of your glider and equipment
must be found and must be complied with.
Atila's daughter Sybrena, looking quite relaxed in the
back of Victor Alpha.
Photo: Sybrena Pahina

My son too has all of a sudden got the urge. He
actually asked me a couple of weeks ago if I could
take him up. We have been trying to coordinate a
date when we are both available but no luck yet.
ATILA KERESTES

Silver “C” claims
New Silver “C” distance claims will require a fix at
least 50 km from home, as reported at the 2015
IGC conference in Lausanne.
This means our favourite 50km course, Mt
Feathertop to Dederang switch yard will no longer
be valid.
Those pilots aspiring to get their Silver “C” should
start planning on going to Leeton at the end of
November.
MARK BLAND - CFI

It is impossible for GFA to maintain a copy of all
docs relevant to all gliders, although we help as
follows. The Registered Operator is responsible
(but the Annual Inspector should ensure he has
the correct and current documents).
Older TDS, TCDS, ADs, ANs etc will be available
from GFA, these are still mandatory or should be
followed unless there is a more recent document
available from the State of Origin.
GFA will gradually remove obsolete documents to
avoid confusion, but for now check and use the
most up to date from the State of Origin or the
GFA. Also check for and update your Flight and
Maintenance Manuals.
To find docs on the GFA web site click THIS LINK
or navigate to "Docs/Forms - All Documents Airworthiness" from the Menu.
Your glider, engine or propeller manufacturer
often has an easier site with all their information.
Try that first. If you find a useful source of
documents
send
the
following
info
to
returns@glidingaustralia.org:
MARK BLAND - CFI

Alpine Flyer
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Speed Week 2015
Announcing Speed Week15, to be held again at
West Wyalong during the first week of November.
Speed Week is a regatta-based training week
whose aims are two-fold; on one hand to provide
a friendly entry into competition flying for those
who are interested in putting their toe in the
water; on the other, to provide a focussed
program of self-betterment directed at high levels
of performance.
The two go together surprisingly well, and there
has been a good level of satisfaction and success
resulting from the earlier events.
This year will be the same, hopefully with the
improvements that come with experience.
Coaching presentations each morning will be
followed by met, followed by collective task
setting.
The AAT task is flown during the afternoon, and
in the evening we download the flights, appraise
them, and do the scoring by the Wallington
system.
Speed Week this year is followed by the Club
Class Nationals, with a few days between them
that allow for relocation.
Several of our participants are using Speed Week
as a work-up to the serious contest.
Whatever your level of interest, we can
accommodate you and we’re pleased to have
pilots from any state.
There are limited positions available. Contact
Paul
Mander,
0417
447
974,
paul@mander.net.au.

Mt Bogong from ASK21mi-GVS.
Photos: Mark Bland

Dave Ross gets his AEI rating
Dave Ross was awarded his Air Experience
Instructor’s rating on 24th May and was
immediately inundated with customers when the
bevy of beauties shown below arrived for air
experience flights.

PAUL MANDER

First snow flight for 2015
Mark Bland has donned his winter woollies,
beanie and explorer socks to obtain some early
snow season photos of Mt Bogong from his
ASK21mi-GVS.

Left to right: Barbara Schmidt, Dianne Bryce and Denni
Francisco line up for their air experience flights with
Dave Ross.
Photo: Andrew Evans
Alpine Flyer
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RANGA Scholarship 2015
The Royal Australian Navy Gliding Association
(RANGA) has established a scholarship valued at
up to $1500 annually to be awarded to a person
who can demonstrate a strong commitment to
aviation, but who is not yet at solo standard in any
form of flying.
The award is a grant to assist in training in gliding,
and will be paid to the club which provides that
training.
The rules for the scholarship and the process for
applications, can be found on the GFA Website in
the GFA Awards section.
24th

The scholarship runs from
July 2015 to
23rd July 2016. Applications can be made until
3rd July 2015. Navigate to the GFA Awards
documents in the Administration area of
Docs/Forms on this website.
MBGC junior member Brooke Anderson was
successful in being awarded this scholarship in
2011.

The system maintains and develops standards for
technical specifications, maintenance procedures,
training and education as well as performing
certification, audit, aircraft registration and
technical advisory roles for members.
The Airworthiness System is outlined in the GFA
Manual of Standard Procedures Part 3
(Airworthiness), referred to as the MoSP Part 3,
which explains the general procedures for
administering the Airworthiness System, including
the roles, privileges and limitations of all GFA
airworthiness staff, authorised persons and
authorised organisations.
The MoSP Part 3 refers to lower level
documentation
such
as
Basic
Sailplane
Engineering (the technical standards and detailed
procedures for continuing maintenance, available
for purchase from the GFA Secretariat),
Airworthiness Directives
Documentation directing
maintenance procedures;

specific

mandatory

Airworthiness Advice Notices
Documentation of an advisory nature concerning
maintenance, administrative procedures and
guidelines for complying with regulations or
requirements;
Mandatory Airworthiness Requirements
Mandatory requirements which must be met
before a sailplane can be admitted to the
Australian
Aircraft
Register)
and
other
documentation
available
from
the
GFA
Secretariat.
For Airworthiness technical advice contact
the GFA Secretariat in the first instance, as given
under contacts.
If necessary, you will be referred to the CTO,
Dennis Stacey, the CAD, Rob Hanbury, or the
DCAD, John Ashford."

Brooke Anderson, recipient of a RANGA Award in
2011, with FA18 Hornet.

Safety matters
Airworthiness
The Gliding Federation of Australia administers a
system of maintenance for sailplanes and
powered sailplanes in Australia under delegated
authority from CASA.
This is called the GFA Airworthiness System,
which nurtures and develops an environment of
safety and continuing airworthiness for all
members’ aircraft as well as GFA Authorised
Inspectors and GFA Authorised Organisations.

Alpine Flyer
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Upcoming Events

GFA Audit

6th - 8th June - Grampians SC Queens Birthday
weekend Gliding Festival.

Trevor Hancock - RTO/A carried out a GFA audit
at Mt Beauty during May assisted by Mark Bland
and Terry Knight.

18th Oct to 24th Oct - Women in Gliding week at
Lake Keepit. For further details contact Wendy
Medlicott.
1st - 7th Nov - Speedweek 2015, West Wyalong.
21st - 27th Feb 2016 - VSA Alpine Course,
Beauty

Mt

Interesting Internet Links
Amazing USA wave flight
http://www.onlinecontest.org/olc2.0/gliding/flightinfo.html?dsId=4195856

Trevor examined the gliders and their Maintenance
Releases, logbooks, aircraft maintenance manuals
and files for each club operated glider
(ASK21-GVA, Astir-IKS and Hornet-GMK) as well
as two privately operated gliders (ASK21mi-GVS
and ASW19-EAT).

Winch Driver Tally
Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from 1st
January 2015 are shown below:

Bob Hoover – “Flying the Feathered Edge”

Detlev Rueff

190

http://www.thebobhooverproject.com

Mark Bland

120

Better than a quad

Atila Kerestes

71

Andrew Evans

32

Duncan Robertson

28

Wikipedia on gliding

Bernie O’Donnell

27

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gliding

Peter Demeo

19

The supersonic SR71 Blackbird – The plane
that dreams are made of

Richard Grohmann

16

Ollie Barthelmes

15

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81ofbyp
M2aI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2xgI3w
QbWQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeBu6m
RDaro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tj9UwKQ
KE3A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpZfBFlT
C_c

Mark Lucey

15

Ian Cohn

14

David Ross

14

Scott Anderson

13

Graham Levitt

9

Mike Pobjoy

7

Mart Bosman

7

Reuben Lane

6

Scott Lennon

5

Kenton Ford

4

Steve Bradbury

4

Richard Todd

4

Phil Henderson

3

Adam Bland

2

Terry Knight

2

Craig Collings

1

Brooke Anderson

1

Bernie Hochwimmer

1

http://www.dg-flugzeugbau.de/fileadmin/volokomplett-3.jpg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3ao5SCedIk
New camera
http://www.podolabs.com/#podo/features
Jetman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player
_embedded&v=Czy0pXRRZcs
USAF Test Pilot School DG1000 - Inverted spin
test
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ung4gmrqS
U

If you are not currently qualified to operate the
winch, why not consider obtaining training and
help share the workload?
Alpine Flyer
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There are three annual prizes for the most active
winch drivers awarded at the AGM (just ask
Detlev).

Duty Instructor contact details
Mark Bland

0417 565 514

Ian Cohn

0408 379 939

Mike Pobjoy

02 6059 1417

Bernie O’Donnell

0431 529 633

Andrew Evans

0409 277 328

Duty Instructor Roster

Duty Pilot Duty Statement
An updated version of our Duty Statement for
Duty Pilots has been prepared and emailed to all
members.
A copy has been placed in the white Club
information folder in the launch point van for
members’ on-field reference.
It will also be included in the Club Rules Manual
which will be made available in the member’s only
section of the club website upon completion.

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster
Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to book
your training or check flight requirements prior to
the weekend to assist with planning of instructing
resources.
Don’t just turn up on the day expecting to receive
instruction without prior notification.
If you are unable to be Duty Instructor or Duty
Pilot on your rostered day, it is up to you to
arrange a replacement and let Peter Demeo know
who you have swapped with.
Contact Peter at p.demeo@bigpond.com.au or
0428 264 110.

Alpine Flyer
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And now a word from our sponsors
Duty Pilot Roster

MT BEAUTY

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC as the recipient of
their donation when you purchase items from their
store.

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank

The Editors Final Word
PETER DEMEO – SECRETARY

The deadline for contributions to the next
newsletter is 23rd June.
Readers are also invited to offer any suggestions
for improvements to the format of the newsletter.
It's your newsletter so keep those ideas coming
in.
Please submit your contributions and comments
to the Editor at skyfox49@gmail.com.
ANDREW EVANS - EDITOR
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